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library  workers 
were exposed
 to irritating 
hydrogen  
chloride gas Monday 
for more than 
four hours
 because of a 
lack of 
communication





 gas, not 
polyvinyl chloride
 (PVC) fumes, as 
reported in yesterday's
 Daily, 






called  the Daily Monday 
about 5:30 p.m. and incorrectly said 
the fumes were vinyl chloride. 
The Daily was unable to confirm 
the 
identity  of the gas with experts. 
PVC. the solid form of vinyl 
chloride, is a suspected carcinogen, 
the 
California  Occupational Safety 
and Health Association said 
yesterday.
 
PVC itself is not a toxic sub-
stance, according to a 1982 report by 





 is not 
carcinogenic,  




 of the 
poison control 





 he said the
 gas does 
convert
 to hydrochloric
 acid when it 
comes 
in contact 














 to repair 
the PVC 
plastic floor 
covering  the 
basement, 









 covering was 
being mended 
along  with 
other repairs















 as a result
 of the 
incident, 
according  to 
the health 
center. 
But Barbara Jeskalian, 
reference librarian, said hours 
after  
the incident that she suffered 
discomfort in her bronchial 
passages. 
Pastine said library workers 
detected the gas at 8:30 a.m. 
Monday, but the situation was not
 
investigated until about
 1:30 p.m. by 
Ron 
Montgomery,  director of 
oc-




Pastine  said she asked a library 
worker to call plant 
operations at 
8:30 and 9:30 a.m., 
but no one came. 




representative  in plant
 
operations, said she
 received only 










Construction  of Mountain




 of the library's 
cooling 
system.  Dickman 
Con-
struction 
built  the Clark Library. 





Pastine said she 
was  unaware 
that  Dickman workers were making 
repairs in the library 
basement on 
Monday. 
Dickman workers entered the 
basement through 
a manhole in the 
locked bookcase area in the east 
wing of the first
 floor, she said, 
adding they left the manhole open. 
The workers 
started  repairs on 
the PVC plastic covering 
at 8 a.m., 
according to Montgomery. 
Public Information 
Manager  
Staley said workers 
were repairing 
the floor covering with a heated 
industrial iron, used to seal 
tears in 
the plastic. 
The heat used to 
mend  the floor 
covering led to the 
fumes, he said. 
Workmen used 
a "collapsible -
type air pump" to bring oxygen into 
the basement, Pastine said. 
This photo taken spring 
1981 shows a worker climbing
 into one of four on 
derground cooling tank's located




 linng, Monday, hydrogen 
chloride
 gas seeped up from the 
tank
 to the 
The gas entered the library 
through an open manhole. 
Pastine called Montgomery at 
12:30 after 
receiving  no response 
From plant
 operations, and shortly 
after 1 p.m. he told Dickman 











By Gerold Loeb 
Angry fraternity members roasted both 
the  Spartan 
Daily and IFC  Rush chairman Craig Owyang at their 
Monday  meeting. 
The comments were in response to a Sept. 9 Daily 
article
 which dealt with the possibility of two houses. 
Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Beta Sigma, being subject to 
administrative  action because of a failure to participate 
in fall rush. 
The house 
members  and representatives were 
angry that Owyang had spoken for all houses. 
"He (Owyang) did a terrible job, and the story was 
inaccurate," said IFC president Scott Cooley, who was 
not available for comment for the original story. 
Among the grievances about Owyang's job was a 
lack of communication with the houses for the fall rush 
and his talking to a Spartan Daily reporter "without 
knowing 
all  the facts," Cooley said. 
Gary Hobson of Phi Beta Sigma complained of 
Owyang's and the IFC's handling 
of
 fall rush. "We 
wanted our portion of the 8350 445) to do our own fall 
rush. We feel it was wasted." he complained. 
Hobson also complained bitterly about Owyang's 
actions 
"He shouldn't have aired our dirty laundry in thi. 
press," Hobson said.
 
Owyang was not available for comment.
 
"It was a minor matter, really," Cooley said. "It 
was just a matter of getting two
 houses  to pay their IFC 
dues, and that's all. It didn't deserve to be such a big 
story," he said. 
"We didn't have any advance warning about the 
story, and we felt it was out 
of
 line." said one irate Alpha 
Tau member. "The whole thing was screwed up from 
beginning to end, and Owyang tried to make it sound like 
it was our fault," he added. 
"The problem is, it's too 
late now." Cooley replied. 
Fall rush 
ends tomorrow, with the houses turning in 
their 
prospective
 pledge lists. 
In other IFC actions, Cooley reported on an Oct. 21 
Budweiser -sponsored open house
 for all the fraternities. 
Details have yet lobe
 worked out , he said. 
Cooley also reported on Community 
Service  Day, in 
which all the fraternities
 will spend a day "cleaning up a 
local park." The 
annual  project is IFC-sponsored. 
The next IFC 
meeting











Executive  Vice 
































first floor of the 
library,  The heating process used to 
replace the lining was the 
nf the 




































in the library's basement.
 
Evans estimated 
the  cost of 
repairs at 
$5,500.  
Staff writer Dan Nakano con-











By Gerold Loeb 
SJSU's probation -bound school 
of business received some good news 
this summer after 
the meeting of the 







 and part-time 
professors 
and lecturers were 
changed, thus 
having
 an effect on 
the school's 
standing with the 
AACSB. 
The school 
was placed on 
probation  in July 
1981 after the 
AACSB determined
 that the school 
had not made enough 
attempts  to 
lure more 
PhD's  into the program. 
"The problem
 was that the 
AACSB did not count professors who 
work here part time.
 we had many 
lecturers, as 
well as part-time 
in-
structors, 




 being part of the
 faculty," 
said
















































 said Henry Cho, an 
accounting  major and Dallas 
Cowboys fan.
 "I just wish everybody
 
else  in the Pub would 





The trial run for the
 Pub's new 
Km Kopp 
Patrons

















































people in here 
than on a usual
 
Monday 
night.  By 
next  week 
we 














crowd  cheers and 
claps
 even more. 
The
 screen is 
located
 on the 
stage and 
will be removed





officials  had 
said that the 









leave  enough 
room for 
the  bands," 





 it is." 
It's  halftime 
The Pac-Man 
games






Most of the 
complaints  Monday 
night were 








 sure wish they 
would pipe in 
some music 
while the game is on 
since you 





 Glasauer, a 
Pittsburgh 




Carrow.  this 
situation







 regular sound 
system so that there
 will be five 
speakers," he said. 
Robert Chaney, an employee of 
the 
Curtis  Mathes shop where the 
screen was purchased, said the 
screen
 cost $3,650 plus tax. 
"The price of the screen 
was 
included in the Pub re -do fund, 
which was $240,000, said ('arrow 
The game 
is
 over. Pittsburgh 
beat Dallas, 36-28. There is more 
cheering  by the Pittsburgh fans The 
lights are turned hack on. The 
screen goes off. 






ministrators  at 
that time were 
op-
timistic that




 However, in 






























































 at least 40 
percent  of 
the business
 school's 









































 "In the 





up  here 
and  said, 
'I don't 
want
 to go 
here
 if the 
school
 is going 
to lose its 
accreditation.'



































from  1972 
until  
1977, figures 
































 were offered 
821,000.
 in 1981, 824,000.
 Curtis W 
Cook,
 associate 











860.030  to come 


































































































has moved from 
the  Student 





who did not 
receive  aid on Aug. 31, and those 
who
 will receive it today can now 




located near Dudley 
Moorhead 
Hall. Students 
can also turn in 
add -drop forms there. 
Disbursement 
for students 
will  be from 830 a.m. to 4 
p.m.  
Sept. 15 and 16. 
"Some students
 had to have
 
aid 
refigured  because 
their 
situation changed."
 Pollock said 
"I think this 
will work out 
better 
because  it's closer
 to DMH where 
funds are 
awarded." 
Pollock  said 
that
 in the past,
 
students
 have stood 
in line for a 
long time 
only to find 
there is no 
check  for them.
 With the 
new 




















 must have 
paid 
lees, have a 
photo
 
ID and clear 







the SJSU paper monster 
Americans 
are  free 
people,





 that's what 












way,  or even 











 Act of 1974
 is a shining
 example 
of how a 
bureacrat  can 
dictate our 





 act itself 
was  
established




the rights of 
Americans 





 The law was
 also 
established




lesson:  trust 
no one, not 
even the 
President
 of the United States.
 
The
 law states 
that "no 
governmental










 be seen nor 
given  to an 
agency,
 group or 
organization  unless 





also has the right 








have  about him or her. 
So, Congress 
happily
 enacted the law.
 Gerald Ford 
wanted it for 
political  expediency 
(suturing the 
psychic  
and  moral wounds of 
Watergate),  Congress  
felt it would 
be good in 
an
 election year ( 







 the press 
loved  it. 
But now the 
monster
 has come 
back  to haunt us. 
Here at SJSU,




student  on this 
campus has 
gone
 through the 
agony of 
admission week,
 the time 




 be filled in 
the records 
office,  or risk 
disenrollment  (a great 
way of saying a 
student  is officially 
a 
non -entity ), be 
placed




of course, the 
safe return of 
records),
 or, at the very 
worst  
finding out a 
week
 or month too 




 in the records 





bad day and 
disposed  of your records! 
Now, this is not to say 
that
 the records office does a 
bad job. Rather,  they have an 
almost  impossible task with 
the immense paper chase they have to 
go
 through every 
semester and throughout the year. But complicate that 
process with a few petty rules, and
 there
 lies the 
ingredient for a bureaucratic slip-up. 





organization and attempted to find 
out something and 
been
 told, "We can't tell 




 1974." II mikes a great 
bureaucratic catch-all to 
ignore you, 
doesn't  it? 
Bureacratic idiocy
 will always 
be
 with us as long 
as 
we 
put ourselves in the 
position  of being affected by 
it. But 




and really benefit no 
one,  what's the point? 
Specifically,  if a 
student
 wants transcripts
 from a 
different
 school that are 




 He or she has to go 
through the originating
 
school to get the




pretty  minor. But 
what  if the school is 
located in a dif-
ferent city, state, or 
even country? Does 
the student have 
to wiiste
 time and money to 











 is nothing 
more  stupid than 
protecting the 
transcripts of a 
student from 
himself. Who 
cares  if the 
person
 eats the damn
 things, uses it 
as wallpaper 
or









 So the school 
adheres to the 
system,  and the 
mighty bureacratic






entity  that could 
conceivably
 use the 
records in a 
false light is 
one thing, 
but
 making a 
student  go 
through
 some 
ridiculous  maze 
of 
hassle 
because  they 
have
 to be protected
 from 
themselves  
is in itself a 
fallacy. 
Let's  end 
this
 paper 




 the laws 
changed.  Do your 
part to 
eliminate  the 
petty  rules 
that
 so often 












 instead of 
cherishing 




 of information 
does the same 
thing: tarnishes our freedom. 
Wednesday,  September






















































































































































THIS  IS 
JIM.
 












posed questions  that needed to be 
answered
 
Of course to i journalist, it was a show
 with no peer, save. 
perhaps,
 "Hill Street Blues" -- and that was only if you were addicted
 
to the police beat. 
"Lou Grant" had that note of authenticity 
every  reporter and 
editor could hear. "Everyone knows an 'Animal,'
 " an editor of a 
metropolitan daily once told me.! agreed. 
And though the critics may be 
right when they say the last few 
scripts, usually so well written, were going 
stale  -- recycled headlines 
rather than examinations of important issues -- 
the  last show seemed 






 night and when it was over I felt that strange 
mixture of elation and depression the earlier shows had lea me with. 
That same ironic mix of comedy and tragedy, bathos and pathos, 
power and helplessness. 
"Lou Grant" had that ability to deal with universal issues and 
make them intensely personal. It examined the problems of a 
profession  in terms of the individual. 
The clearest thing in my mind about the show is the idea of im-
perfection: Billie Newman blamed the wrong person for not getting 
the job she wanted; Charlie Hume teamed a pair of reporters who 
were obviously incompatible; Lou Grant had spent most his adult life 
in a profession 
we, as observers of this near life-size drama, now all 
had our doubts about. 
It seems impossible 
to
 prove that Ed Asner's controversial 
politics
 - outspoken union leader, left-winger 
and "communist 
sympathizer," as he was billed
 -- had anything to do with the show's 
demise.
 
Yet one can't 
help
 but wonder why 
CBS didn't make 
an effort to 
move the show, to 
see  its value non
-monetary  terms, and
 try to save it. 
And just what was
 the value of the 
show?  
The 
answer  lies in the issues
 it explored, in the
 personalities it 
allowed 
us to see so seeringly 
into, in the question 
it
 refused to answer. 
Joe Rossi was a 
reporter's  reporter in 
many  ways. He went 
all  out 
for a story. He had
 that hard -edged 
eastern






 be all qyieetness 
and  charm, but took
 no nonsense. She 
was a sap
 for a soft heart
 but had a light 
touch the most 
hardened 
reporter 
could  sympathize with.
 
Lou 
Grant was all 
gruff  and grumble,
 a grizzly man 
who  knew the 
meaning  of a 
deadline,
 but who, 
deep
 down, had a 
heart  of gold and 
subscribed  to the 
theory  of the 
second
 chance. 
The plots of 
the shows 
usually
 ran on at least
 three levels. 
The  first 
was the 
issue,
 the second the
 personalities 
involved, and 











 into a self-made,
 
illegal 
dumpsight.  To get
 the story. 
Billie  also had to 
sneak -- she 
wore the guise 
of a company 
worker. But in 
the  process she 
befriended  
a 
young  woman who 
needed  help growing 
up. 
Back in the 
office Lou and 
Charlie debated
 the ethics 
of
 a reporter 
working  undercover
 to get a tough
 story. In her 
mind, Billie 
wondered  
if one bad 
turn deserved 
another. And 




 it was all over




I suspect that 
most
 journalists who




 at  least one 
of
 the characters.




 With each 
week
 the characters
 grew, added 
another 
dimension,  became 
more human. 
But I know
 that the 
character  I 
sympathized  with 









you article "Students 
assembled
 at Christian 






Sept. 10. 1982. I 
want 
to clarify that 
the Arab 
students did not 
receive any in-
vitation to attend the 
discussion.  We 
went
 there after we saw
 an ad-
vertisement about the discussion in 
the Spartan Daily. In the same 
article, you quoted the Arab 
students
 and especially me in-
correctly on two 
points.  
First you stated, "the 
Palestinian (Arab) students 
stressed that the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO) is 
not the same thing as the Palestinian 
people." This quotation is incorrect.
 
On the contrary, 
we said the PLO is 
LETTERS
 
the true arid sole 











been  kicked 
out of their 
homeland 
Palestine, are 
behind  the 
PLO. 




 as it is viewed
 by 
United States
 media. The 
PLO is 
recognized 
by more than 100
 nations 
around





 to week. It depended on who was dealing with what
 moral 
dilemma I had 
experienced  myself. 
Seldom, were such dilemmas solved. That,
 of course, was the 
beauty of the show. It did not present a nice
 tidy solution. It refused to 
package neat answers to the 
impossible  questions we all face. 
Journalism,  it seems to me, is an ambiguous proposition. The 






times seem equal. 
"Lou Grant" exemplified that 
problem. Billie could have lost the 
story and kept a 
friend. Her allegiance was torn 
between "serving 
society"  and saving her sanity. 
And, it 
seems to me, television itself
 often falls into the same 
trap  
of conflicting choices and 
values. Should a show play 
up
 to the dumb 
gag, the cheap thrill 
and  the quick buck? 






choices are many but 
often  seem equal 
Or should 
it take the chance of 
coveting some controversy.
 
developing some depth, 
having
 some heart? 
Most choose the
 easy way. 
At the end of Monday's
 final edition, the camera receded 
from  
Charlie's office where












 the end 
of




voice  faded. 
Lou  was 
nowhere  to 
be
 seen in 
the  darkened 
room filled
 with the 
sound of 
muffled 











There  was 
no
 answer but
 the slow 






by saying that 
Menachem  
Begin, Israel's prime 
minister, is 




Arafat.  I never 
compared Arafat
 with Begin. Arafat 
is more than a man to be 
compared  
with Begin. 
Begin  is a convicted 
criminal  and terrorist. He was
 
sentenced to death




1940's, because he was heading
 a 
terrorist group to 
kill  innocent Arab 
citizens before the establishment of 
Israel. Thereafter Begin and his 
followers continued on their 
terrorist policy against the 
Palestinians in 
Palestine for 
decades with a complete blackout of 
the truth by western media and 
especially the U.S. media, until the 
Israeli massacre in 
Lebanon when 
nobody could hide their crimes. 
What a prime minister and what a 
government in Israel which 
has half 
of its cabinet 
members convicted 
murderers!






policy of "might 
makes 
right,"





 says I am 
ready to 
recognize  and negotiate 
with 
anybody  who will recognize 
the 





 to return to 
their  
homeland and to 

























But  I always 
try to 
walk  in the middle of 
the street, and 
stay away 
from  bushes. 
It seems 
things 
have  improved. 
The 
campus  is safer than it was 




"Yes. I'm very 
afraid. 
Its 
terrible.  It's 




 are crazies 
around. There was once 
a 
guy going
 into the ladies 
room, during the day. You 







real  concerned 
about 
it. I went into
 mace 
training  last 

















Bronx  in New 
York 
City.  Compared




















































Carolyn  Kennedy 
Public 
education  is an unecessary 
function of 
government.
 Libertarian gubernatorial 
candidate  Dan 
Dougherty told a crowd 
of
 about 50 people in the S.U. 
Amphitheater
 at noon Monday. 
Dougherty
 said Californians
 were ready for 
less 
government, 
lower  taxes and more 
personal
 liberty and 
he was a candidate 
to provide that. 
After opening
 remarks, he called
 for questions, and 
the crowd was ready.
 
When
 asked how he would 




75 percent of the 
state  budget goes for 
health,  education and 
welfare. "We must 
face up to 
cutting these programs," he said. 
He said that 
although  45 percent 
of
 the budget -- $12 
billion  for 1982-83 
--
 is spent on public















 is that the 
money  spent on 
public  education 
in
 California 
would  be better 
left







 best decisions 
regarding  their own 
lives." 
The solution,




 via tuition tax 
credits which 
allow  parents to 
deduct
 tuition costs






 he said. 
When
 asked if 
thes would 
discriminate  
against  the 
poor, 
Dougherty  replied 
that it would 
allow  the poor 
to 
choose private
 schools and 
have  the same 
advantages 




 about the state
 college and 
university 
system, he replied, 
"Well, we'd phase 
them 
out also . . 




higher,  private 
education."  
Of health and 
welfare  costs, he said. 
"The Liber-
tarian Party is the only one
 which has faced the fact that
 
millions of 
the poor are mired in 
the  ghetto with no hope 
of escape." 
The Libertarian solution
 would be to "tear down the 
barriers which
 prevent the poor from 
participation in 
the marketplace and 
give them options instead 
of 
welfare,"
 he said. 
He called MediCal
 the "biggest boondoggle 
in the 
state" claiming 
that "less than one-half
 of the money is 
spent 
on
 services to the needy.- 
He
 blamed the federal 
government for the 
expansion  of the medical 
industry  
and 
spiraling  costs. 
An 
alternative,  he said, 
would be to do away 
with 
"special privileges
 or licensing  requirements"
 which 
currently 
make it illegal for 
alternative  health care 
facilities to exist. 
He
 spoke of taking government
 out of the picture 
and letting the 
"free marketplace" prevail.
 "Govern-
ment has no business 
meddling except to protect the
 life, 
liberty  and property of its 






















reiterated  his 
position








 draft: "The 
Libertarian  Party 
believes  you 
are in control 
of your life. 
Therefore  we are 
fiercely 
opposed 
to a peace or 






nuclear  utilities 





 for them 






interfered  and the 
result is 
dangerous utilities
 because no one




 he said. 
He called for 




 with it," he 
said.  "If they can 
get 
insurance.
 let them 
operate. It 




companies,"  he 
said,  "to make 
sure the 
plants 
were  safe. 
On the 




Dan Dougherty is not signing autographs. The Libertarians 
candidate for governor makes some notes before speaking to 







 is for an 
immediate




 the freeze passes,
 it 
will take
 $22 billion out 
of the defense 
budget,"  he said. 
"Otherwise
 we'll spend 
$1.5 trillion over
 the next five 
years." 
He 




 is used to defend 
wealthy  nations such 
as 
Europe  and Japan, 





 the Interior James 
Watt's  proposals 
to sell federal lands: 
"The government has 
no business 
owning property,"
 he said, adding 
he would like to see
 
the federal government
 sell all its land
 and use the 
money to reduce the 
deficit. , 
On 
state  parks: "The 
government has no place 
mainining 
parks,"
 he said. "Land held
 publicly tends to 
become  abused because 




 in the whole country 
is Disneyland!" 
On gun control: "I am the
 only candidate who op-
poses the gun control
 initiative. Proposition 15," 
he said. 
"I'm 
against taking away the 
self-defense
 of  women, the 
poor and minorities." 
On crime: Dougherty
 said the police should
 not be 
involved in "victimless 




possession,  but should 
concentrate  on violent 
crimes. "If we 
could refocus the courts 
away from the 
victimless  crimes and 




new  prisons." 
On smog:
 "We've had the EOP 
imposing heavy-
handed regulations
 for 10 years and
 the smog got 
worse,"
 he said. "They 
created  a situation where 
the 
government
 preempted the area
 of enforcement." He 
would rather see 
people taking 
responsibility.  "If 
someone
 violates your 
rights,
 take him to court." 
Dougherty.
 56, is a resident of
 Mann County and an 
insurance 
salesman.
 He has been 
a member of the 
Libertarian Party since 1975.
 
He said the 
party is gaining 
momentum,  noting that 
when Libertarian Ed 
Clark ran for governor
 in 1978, he 
received 5 
percent  of the vote 
although  there were 
only 
7,500  registered 
Libertarians
 in the state. 
"Today 
we
 have 80,000 








Dougherty's  talk was 
sponsored by Students














has  allocated 
















   




 at last 
Wednesday's discuss-
ion of the 
Mideast 




 as being a 
Palestinian student. 
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By Michael J. Vaughn
 
Patricia  Pinkerton.
 the Art 
Department's  slide 
curator,
 resigned Aug. 31 
after  II years in the 
position  
because
 of disagreements 
with










because he ( the professor) 
provoked me by 
trying
 to make me change 
all  the student assistants'
 hours 
so he wouldn't 
have to push a projector
 down the hall," 
Pinkerton said. 
Pinkerton, who




refused to name the professor. 
Her son Neil, an assistant 
in the department gallery. 
said that it was William Gaugler. 
"Gaugler told
 her to call him "Doctor" and she 
told 
him, 'Okay, then you can call me 
"Reverend."  he said. 
Patricia Pinkerton said she confronted the 
professor  
before she resigned. 
"I would not take back 
anything  I said to him," she 
said. "He wanted 
me
 to do something against my students 
and I didn't want to." 
Pinkerton said she 
"was an oddity" as a slide  
curator. 
She was responsible for
 the care of the 
department's  
slides, 
used by faculty for class presentations.
 She said it 
was the only job of its kind  at SJSU. 
The Humanities 
Department  also has a 
slide  
collection,
 she said, but a part-time employee
 is 
responsible for it. Her position requires
 a full-time person 
with a degree in art history. 
Because 
of the budget cuts of the last few years, 
Pinkerton said, many of the people in the Art Department 
"are 
so
 overloaded with work,  they don't have time to 
nurture the students." 
When asked if he took part in a shouting match with 
Pinkerton, Gaugler 
said,  "Shouting match implies that 
two are shouting." 
"She took care to keep 
the place immaculate -- she 
did 
a professional job," he said. "We 
regret
 that she 
resigned  -- and she wasn't 
asked  to." 
Fred Spratt, Art Department
 chairman, said if 
Pinkerton had 
complaints, she should 
have  filed a 
grievance. 
"When 
you  have feelings of 
dissatisfaction  with 
something," he said, 
"it's  a shame not to use 
the 
procedures 
set up to deal with 








maculate  -- she 
did a 










Spratt said that 
Pinkerton
 might have felt frustrated 
because of limited 
funds for student assistants. He said 
the 
department  received $3,000 for student help this year. 
but
 actually needs about $11,000. 
"Everyone sees the program 
egocentrically,"  he 
said, "and they feel 
that they should have a legitimate 
share. 
"There were some expenditures
 made that she might 






discussed by Academic  
Senate  
By Karol Warner 
Academic senators debated 
with  Ann Morey. CSU 
associate for program evaluation, for an hour during 
Monday's senate meeting. 
More 's
 suggested unit in-
crease for education majors was the main source of 
debate. 
Morey was invited to the meeting to talk on education 
programs because SJSU is gearing up for accreditation, 
according to Ted Norton, senate chairman. 




addition to the debate, an amendment was passed 
to allow Greg Ruppert. AS. director of academic affairs. 
to speak on any agenda item. The amendment to the 
senate standing rule 10 permits Ruppert to speak on 
agenda items without having to request this privilege 
from the senate chairman. 
Ruppert will not be allowed to have a vote or make 
motions or second any motions. 
Morey proposed, in a preliminary report on 
education 
in the CSU, that added units are necessary. Students of 
education in the CSU 
should
 have additional training in 
three areas of professional education, said Morey. 
Classroom management, teaching
 of basic skills and 
multicultural education are the specified areas. 
Morey 
explained  that 
increased  units in 
professional  
education  would 
help the CSU 















 of units in 
education 
(programs) makes
 a better teacher
 in the same 
way that an 
increased
 number of 
units in fine arts 
does not 
necessarily  increase 
success in that 
area," Hobert 
Burns. 
































 only the 
top one-half of 





Sicular  was 
appointed




 the end of the 
meeting President
 Gail Fullerton 
presented a 
plaque  to David 





























 has al lot 
going  for it. For 
a veteran, it has even more! 
In most cases, your 
service  time alone 




 right into the
 Advanced Course 
and begin 













officer's  commission, you
 




















 another big plus. You 
can loin an 
Army 
Reserve
 or National 
Guard  imit mt 
the same time















 is a good deal
 for college 
students.  It's even
 a better deal 
for veterans. 


















































































served  as 
administrator
















































Center,  along 
with the 
endowment  
fund  for 
scholarships,  
valued
 in excess 
of
 $1 million. 
The 
Foundation  










































ones,"  Still 
said.  
Still is proud of the Moss Landing Marine 
Laboratory. 
The facility,  used for marine science 
studies, was acquired in 1965 through the 
foundation with funds from the National 
Science Foundation, the State of California 
and the Hewlett-Packard Foundation. 
The 
laboratory  was subsequently
 deeded 
to the State College Board of Trustees,  and is 
used by a consortium
 of CSU schools in-
cluding Sacramento, Hayward, San Fran-
cisco  and Fresno. 
Another  program, the Saudi Arabian
 
Curriculum Development project, involves 
the development
 of courses for Saudi Arabian 
technical 
schools. 
The Saudi government provided $1.3 
million to the U.S. Department of Labor, 
which assigned the project to 
SJSU.  
Compiling the two 
courses, Beginning 
Auto and Diesel Mechanics, reuqired the 
knowledge of Harold Hailer. program officer, 
and his 14 -member staff. 
"We are the 
experts,"  Hailer said. 
Hailer also said that developing these 
courses means putting together 100 
major  
tasks for each course. 
Together with
 aiding underdeveloped 
countries, these types of programs benefit 
THE 
STUD 










in various ways, according 
to Hailer. 
They 
give  the school 
international  
publicity  in course 
development,  encourage 
foreign 
students  to attend 
SJSU,
 and allow 
faculty  members 
to
 develop their 
skills  in 
areas in which they have never worked. 
The federal 
government  is the 
source
 for 
about  70 
percent of the 
sponsored  projects 
on 
campus, 













































































































handling  stadium -related 
problems such as a broken
 water line that 
flooded the




























University  Ave. 
Palo 
Alto,  CA. 
Shoe Fair 
1120 Sth. King 
Rd. 






San Jose, CA. 
Shoe Fair 
10171 Sth. 
Saratoga/Sunnyale  Rd. 
Cupertino, CA. 
Shoe Fair 




3690 Sth. El Camino 
Real 
San Mateo, CA. 
Shoe  Fair 
1161 Brittan Ave. 
San Carlos, CA. 
Valley Athletic 
432 Salmar 
Campbell, CA. 95008 































































































"The publisher will ship us 'Jones' 
History of Psychology,' and it should be 
'Jones' History 
of Sociology,'
 "he said. 












 of the time, Duval said. the late 
orders 
are caused by 
professors  who 
aren't assigned
 classes until
 August, and 
sometimes  some of 






4,500 classes, we blew it by 50: 
--Ron 
Duval  
It happens to nearly
 everyone. The 
bookstore runs out of a required text 
before you can  buy it. Who do you blame? 
According to Ron Duval, Spartan 
Bookstore
 manager, there are any 
number of things that can go wrong. 
"We figure we 
handle
 a book ) title 
11 times," Duval said. Each one of those 
steps is a chance of an error happening." 
It could be 
anybody's fault. It could 
be the publisher's 
fault, it could be the 
faculty's fault, or it could be the text 
manager's fault, Duval said. 
Each
 semester the 
Spartan 
Bookstore receives 
4,500  to 5,000 book 
titles. Last semester, 200 books were 
sold  
out before they should
 have been. Out of 
those 200, 150 were caused by enrollment 
expectations going over
 those projected 
by the instructor. 
According 
to Duval, the remaining 50 
titles ran out because
 the bookstore 
ordered
 less than the instructor wanted.
 
"Basically, out of 4,500 classes, we 
blew it by 50," Duval said. 
"This  isn't 
good -- especially for the kids in those 50 
classes 
-- but on the other hand, that's a 
pretty good percentage figure." 
When calculating the number of 




 that off -campus 
bookstores  will get, fluctuating
 
enrollment, buy-back 
books,  and the fact 
that many 
students  buy books from 
friends who had
 used the same text. 
One frequent error, 
said
 Duval, is 
that the publisher will ship the wrong 
title. 
their orders





















we run out 
of
 200 books 
again,"  
he 
said.  "It's a 
lot easier to 
talk to 200 
faculty 
members
 than it is to 





 runs out of 
a 
certain
 text it takes time to find out
 how 
long it will be until the 
reordered  book 
will be on the shelves. 
"When you run out 
of
 a book it is 
going to take 
two to three days, at the
 
very least, to know when the 
book  will be 
back in here," 
Duval said. "We have 
to 
make a lot of phone calls." 
According to Duval, the time
 to get 
the book back on the
 shelf can vary from
 
two months for 
a Euorpean 
publication,
 to two days for
 a book that 
can be found 
in
 a used book 
company  in 
Southern California. 
Duval  offered advice 
for students 
confronted with an 
empty  shelf. 
"I think the best 
thing  is for the 
student
 to go back 
to
 the faculty," 
Duval  
said. 
"Because  if the 
instructor 
calls. 




and  pass it along
 to the 
student." 
The bookstore





 for this 
semester until 
the  beginning of 
October,  
when 
exact  enrollments 
are known. 
According to 
Duval,  the bookstore is 
running 
out  of approximately
 the same 





at book talks 























































































































 of this 
kind 






 book is 
based on 
a study 










on the San 
Mercury 
News 












with  the study. 
The  book 
talks
 will be 
conducted  by 
various  SJSU 
faculty 
members
 and will 
be 
every other
 Wednesday in 








 critique a 
relatively  new 
book






books  that are of 
interest
 to the 
campus  
community.  
Coffee and tea will 






 of the book 
taks, recommends
 






































Engineer levels with 
pay







Service  Benefits -- 
liberal 






 life and 
health
 insurance 
programs,  excellent 
retirement  plan. 
Relocation
 allowance for 
self  
and dependents. 




 Naval Shipyard, 
with.over 11,000 
employees,  has been 
established for
 over 85 years 
Located
 in scenic Bremerton
 on a 
ueep 
water  arm of Puget 
Sound. With a mild
 climate, only one 
hour 
from Seattle, recently
 recognized by 
several




best  "quality of life"












Contact  your Placement 
Office
 for on interview 
immediately.
 
If this date is inconvenient, you 
may call toll free by dialing 1-800-
426-5996, or if you wish, you 
may  mail a resume to: 
PUGET
 SOUND NAVAL 
SHIPYARD  
ATTEN:
 170.2 CE 
BREMER TON, WASH. 98314 
EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITY  EMPLOYER 
Wednesday, 
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rs and will 
be 
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001 at 12:30 
will describe 
book of his or 
will try to 
terest to the 
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The line outside 
the student union add drop center may look uninviting but
 it 
usually disappears within  
10
 minutes abet the doors open at 9 a.m. The 
center will stay open through 
Friday,  Sept. 17, which is the deadline for add 
drops and for late fee payments. 






 and 9 am. to 3 
p.m. on Friday. 
Financial  Aid students
 must go 
to room 107 
of
 the Administration
 Building for add 
drops, and all 
students
 must 
have proof of fee 
payment shown 
on
 the bottom of the
 add drop form to 
officially
 add or 











By Patrick Hays 
For students








































































Rinn  said. 






p.m.  in 
Dudley  
Moorhead  













































and  two 































(AP) -- Princess 
Grace,
 who gave-


















sof ferd in 
an auto accident.
 
She was 52. 
The official Monaco 
government
 press service 












On Monday. it 
had  been 
announced that
















 from the 
French
 town 



















had  been exceeded, and her 
Serene 





died " it 
concluded.
 







































































The university is requiring
 this kind of 
course  because it doesn't want to leave the 
understanding of the 
relationships  among 
disciplines
 to be discovered by students on 
their own, according to Bret Melendy, 
associate academic vice 
president.  
Melendy said
 there is also a new 
requirement of nine upper -division 
units, to 
be taken in the areas of 
science,  humanities 
and social science. 
These
 new requirements apply to all 
students who entered SJSU 
as of fall '82, or 
who have missed a semester since then, 
according to 
Melendy.  These requirements 
are waived for those who tranferred to SJSU 
with General Education certification, unless 
they have 
missed a semester since fall '81. 
Melendy said. 
Because of these requirements, there are 
many students who need a course such as 
"Shakespeare's  Politics." Rinn 
said that the 
study of Shakespeare is  ideal for
 a cognate 
structure course. 
"We could
 teach this course 
with a 
psychologist as well," 
Rinn said. 
Rinn teaches 
the course with English
 
Professor
 Catherine Blecki. 
They
 have 
worked on various 
projects
 together for ten 
years,
 and they see eye to eye 
on many things, 
Rinn said. 
Rinn, who has team
-taught  a class before, 
said that a good
 working relationship is 
im-
portant
 in team -teaching. 
"Each 
teacher
 tries to use is or her own 
strengths in 
the classroom," Rinn said. 
Students in the class listen 
to a lecture or 
see a film for an hour
 and fifteen minutes, 
according
 to a Political Science 
Department  
brochure. The rest of the class time 
is spent in 
discussion groups. 
Rinn said 
that the students keep a jour-
nal,
 and are expected to participate 
in
 class 
discussions. Five plays (The
 Tempest, 
Troilus and 
Cressida,  Coriolanus, Julius 
Caesar and Anthony and Cleopatra 
I 
are 
studied in the course, Rinn said. .. 




tend  to think that knowledge is 
divided into 
departments,  like English and 
political science," she 
said.  "In reality, 
knowledgeis a totality,
 and more integrated 












































































 in a Los 
Angeles news conference. 
"I hope we don't have in 
California what we 
have in 
Detroit," where 200,000 
students are having an 
extended vacation
 because 
of a teacher's strike. 
Riles, who planned 
another press conference 
Tuesday in San Francisco,
 
said
 California ranks 50th 
in the percentage
 of per-





spent 6 percent of their 
personal income on public 
education; last
 year that 
figure decreased to 3.7 




Riles noted that per -
pupil










with  a national 
average of 
$2,690. 
Riles faces a runoff
 
election  this November for 
his fourth, four-year term 
His challenger, Bill Honig. 
a former




 Riles' call for the 
special









 he told 
Gov  
Edmund Brown, 




























































 27 special 
combination  











































  8th & 
William  297-1132 
Mon. -Sat.




(A few blocks south 






















By Christine McGeever 
Dail I tOSS . program 
board  director, is tying a 
loose end from 
last year by 
eliminating  a position on 
the board. 
Ross will waive the 
drama 
position  required by 
last year's revision of Act 
50, the







approval a memorandum 
to A.S. President John 





administrator for the A.S. 
business office, Ross can 
eliminate the line item
 for 
the position from the 
board's budget. 
"We feel the Theater 
Arts Department 
does 
enough in the way of 
drama," Ross said, "that 
we don't need to get in-
volved with it." The 
department is funded
 by 
A.S. for producing on -
campus  drama events. 
The position was 
almost stricken from Act 50 
last year when Jim Rowen, 




revisions to get the act 
which dropped the drama 
position, included the A.S. 
director of 
sponsored 
programs and the A.S. 
controller as voting 
members of the program 
board, and required a 
representative of the 
business
 office to be 








time we got a drama 










were always in rehersa I." 
The drama
 position has 
been a part of Act 50 in the 
past. It 
was  last included in 











At the last 
meeting  the 
board of directors, Rowen 
said, approved the 
revisions "with
 minor 
changes" when members 
of the program board 
opposed the elimination of 
the drama position. It was 
included,
 Rowen said, 
because they 
( board 
members ) "insisted it be 
added." 
But the board has not 
advertised for a drama 
chairperson in a year. said 
mittee consisting of A.S. 
controller Tom Fil, Rowen 
then -director of academic 
affairs, Bill Santi, director 
of sponsored programs and 
Bill Rolland, then newly 
elected program board 
director. 
While Ross will not be 
required to 
appoint  a 
chairperson
 or budget 
funds for events this year, 
the 
drama post will not 











By Kim Yee 
By day. 
it's a place to eat. 
Sunday night,




































who is in 
charge  of the 
study
 center. A 





 and math 

























 the lists 
posted  in the 
dorms  and at 
the DC for specifics. 
According to Hiley, tutors may also 
be assigned on a "drop-in basis," 
or
 
individual arrangements may be made 
Tutors are available until 11 p.m.
 
A person is also 
available
 for in 
formation
 on basic skills workshops 
tutoring programs 
or help in finding 
reference books. 
"We also provide 
for basic skills 
workshops on site," Riley said. The 
"other side " of the DC,
 which is con-
nected to Joe West Hall. is generally 
reserved for workshops. 
Other amenities include study areas 
and free coffee and tea. Students must 
bring mugs. 




 "It's an alter-
native place to study" that's close to 
home,  he said 
$11.00
 




TV SERVICE CALLS 
INCL. IN -HOME
 LABOR 

















  RENTALS 
We have many used 
reconditioned TV s 
for under  
$200. 
























opportunity  to become a more 
proficient bowler through 
coaching  and intercollegiate 
com-
petition, such as: 
I The Northern 
California Intercollegiate 
Masters League 'one of 
the  most prestigious inter 
collegiate
 leagues in the
 country. 
2) The California 
Intercollegiate Bowling 
Conference   a "tour" of 




Sectional.  and National 
competition  sponsored by the 
Association &College 
Unions - International and 





 enrolled for and complete a minimum
 of 10 undergraduate units per 
semester. 
and maintain an overall 
2.0  Grade Point Average. 
21 Must not be 
or
 have been a member of any 
professional bowling organization
 (PBA. WPBA, 
PCB. PCCB, WWPB 
.3) Must be 










 addition to learn sessions. 
41 Be available for all 
intercollegiate  league matches and/or 
tournaments.
 
5) Participate in fund raising activities
 on behalf of the teams. 
TRYOUTS  
Tryouts for the 1982 -83 learns will be held on 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER
 19. 1.00PM -I, OOPM 
They will be conducted by the Men's 
Coaches, Steve Wotherspoon and 
Dave Hewitt. and the Women's Coach. Psi Rossler 
Persons wishing to try out for 
this year's teams should sign up 
at
 the des), 
140111)





























 winner returns 
after a 46 -year 
absence  
By Michael J. Vaughn 
Maestro Carmen 
Dragon.  68, conductor and 
music 
director  of the 
Glendale
 Symphony, 
arranger  of 
muscial
 
scores  for movies 
and television and
 producer of best-
selling  records spent 
part of last Wednesday
 morning 
playing piano 





 who will appear 
with  the San Jose 
Symphony  
and the SJSU
 Concert Choir and 
the Kingston Trio for 
SJSrs Alumni
 Night benefit at the 
Center  for the Per-
forming Arts on Oct.
 17. was rehearsing the choir
 for their 
part
 in "Calling Luann 
Dragone!"
 the girl shouted as 
she  
marched
 into the choir room. 
The girl. dressed
 in a bright red 
messenger's  uniform 
with black buttons
 down the front of the 
jacket,
 turned to 
address
 her "victim." an 
alto
 in the choir. Luann 
Dragone,  a voice 
major  at SJSU who is 
also
 Carmen 
Dragon's  second cousin is 
singing




"I'm Julie from National Singing
 Telegrams." the 
girl said. 
"and I have a message for you. -
"Julie" struck off into a simple 
greeting to the tune of 
an aria  from 'what else? ) the opera 
"Carmen"  by Bizet. 
"I'll bet you weren't expecting this, 
I could have wired or sent a card, 
I'm so much 
trickier
 than that. 
I hope I've gotten you 
off your guard .  
Carmen Dragon, Emmy and Academy
 Award winner. 
sitting at the piano with a wide grin on his face, soon 
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San  Fernando 
San Jose 
293-0616  
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upper left and above, rehearses





































a lot of 
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his  room at 
the 
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State  
graduate



















He went to 
Hollywood 
to look for
 a job: 
it was 






moves  in 
strange
 ways,"
 he said. 
"I 
was  doing 
piecemeal  
things  in 
Hollywood  













































choir for his 
upcoming 
performance




Gene Kelly was 
one who heard about 
Dragon. Kelly 
asked the producers at Metro -Goldwyn
-Mayer to hire 
Dragon for work on the 1943 
musical  "Cover Girl." 
'I'll take
 my cues 
from . . . 
Elton 
John  and Mick Jagger'
 
Dragon 
said his job 




for the show 
and adapt it 
to
 vocal and 
choreographed  
parts  and 
production  
numbers.  In 
1944, he 
won  the 
Academy
 Award for
 his work on 
the picture 
and  went on to 
compose  and 
conduct 
scores
 for 30 





























 won an 
Emmy 
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lenses  are 
made from the 
highest


















 and glare 
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mni 




 he is the 
the past :12 years, 
and he has produced




 work takes me into 
all areas of music." 
Dragon 
said. "The best 
advice  I ever got was not 
here at State but 
from a 
Hollywood agent . 
. who represented 
60
 of us 
composers. 
"He 
said to me, 'Go out 
into
 the world and make
 your 
life,  your 
career,your
 profession 
diversified.  Get 
involved 
in as many 
areas  in your 
profession  as possible 
and really 
know what you're doing 
in those areas.' 
"I took that 
advice  and it not only 
made for a happier 
family life and
 professional 
life.  but it 
brought
 me into 
contact with a whole 
myriad of people." 
Dragon speaks 
of
 his family with 




all  of whom grew 
up
 with music. 
He said that 
while  his children, were 
growing  up there 
were five pianos 
in his Malibu home,
 all in different 
rooms.  
"In the respective 
rooms we would  
play
 a chord 
structure 
or
 something from 
bedroom
 "A" and the rest 
of 
us 
had to imitate them
 in the same key,  
in the same 
pattern,
 in the same harmonic 




result of this musical 
upbringing  was the success 
of Dragon's second
 son Darryl, one half 
of the popular 
musical 
duet  "The Captain and 
Tenille." composed 
of 
Darryl and his 
wife. Toni Tenille. 
"When  they first got 




Together' in 19751,  they figured
 it would only last 
about  five years." he said. 
"That  field is a difficult one to 
stay on top in." 
Dragon's
 Glendale Symphony 
is one of the few 
symphony  orchestras in 
the U.S. that is not 
losing  money, 
a fact that 
Dragon  attributes to the 
Symphony's  selection 
of 






handwriting  is on the wall,"
 he said. "Running 
the 
symphony  orchestra is 
an
 artistic endeavor, 
but  
you've  got to stay in the 
black. 
"Contemporary pieces 
are  great, but they take more 
time
 to prepare -- 
they -re highly complex."
 
Dragon said he lets the 
Los  Angeles Philharmonic 
perform the "heavies.- 
The  Glendale Symphony is more 
oriented  towards the 
tastes of the 
masses,
 he explained. 
"Even in 
Beethoven's
 and Strauss's day people 
only 
went to what
 they wanted to," he said.
 "I'll take my cues 
from people like Elton





guys can fill the L.A. 
Coliseum  two 
nights in a 
row, 1 can just ask, 
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answered  in 
detail
 
Complete  review 
material 
in each 
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Lady Spartans Jodi Breding 171 and Kim Hyser 
1131
 jump high to block a shot by men's club team 
member Chris Chu last 
week.  The Lady Spartans were not as fortunate against 
UOP,













University of the 
Pacific began 






 with a convincing 
3-0 
victory over the 
Lady 
Spartans 
at the Spanos 
Center in Stockton. 
The Tigers, ranked No. 




magazine and No. 3 in the 
Tachikara Poll, 
had  an 
easy 
time
 in beating SJSU 
15-8, 15-5, 15-11 




















receives  honor 
By Michael McIntyte 
SJSU linebacker
 Ken Woodburn 
was named the 
PCAA's Air
-Cal  defensive 





the PCA A 
office  in Santa Ana. 
Woodburn. a 
6 -foot -3, 225 -pound




was instrumental in 
leading the Spartans 
to a season -opening 18-13
 win over the Oregon Ducks
 last 
Saturday in Eugene, Ore.
 He recorded  12 total tackles 
to 
load SJSU, three of 
which  were unassisted. 
Woodburn  was named 
PCAA co -defensive
 player of 
the 
week last year 




 on Oct. 3 in Fresno.
 In that game he 
was 
credited  with 11 tackles 
and scored the lone 
touchdown of 
his 





 it was 
determined  by 
SJSU
 coaches that 
the only Spartans
 to receive injuries
 
during
 the Oregon 








will  be 
healthy 
and  ready 




 in Palo 
Alto. 
McEnroe. a 
6 -foot -3, 225
-pound  senior, 















 be in the 








"He's  still 
sore, but 
he's penciled






































said.  "He's 
100  percent 
and 
ready  to go." 
Graduating students and 
registered SJSU alumni can
 
sign
 up for interviews with 
visiting employers from 
12:30 
to 5:30 p.m. 
today. and from 1:30 
to





   
The Stanford 
University  blood bank's 
blood drive 
continues,
 from 10 to 4, today
 threugh Friday in 
the S.U. 
Almaden  Room. For 
more information, 
call
 Dave Carter 
at 292-5044. 
   
The 
Women's
 Center is 
having  a bring
-your -own -bag 
lunch  from 
11:30
 a.m. to 1:30 










 or Karen 
Hester  at 
277-2047.
 




 the meeting 




 p.m. today 
in Dudley 
Moorhead  
Hall,  room 308. 
For 
more 
information.  call 
Jean M. Kilcourse
 at 277-8714. 












 For more in-
formation





The Brew' Rose, 
Bookshop  has moved. 
Our
 
store  the sink, s ,,,,,
 of left 
hooks in 
lb..,,.. is now in hatter 
menrier 
al 950S Fest 
SI We are 
large well stocked
 store deriding 
w 
women   stutter, 
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info 277 2814 
FOR 
SALE 
The Overcomers are presenting a multi -media slide 
show on Biblical creation entitled "In 
Praise  of the 
Starmaker,"
 at 7:30 tonight in the S.U. Costonoan Room 
For 
more information, call John Miller at 270-2133. 
   
The Baptist Student Union is holding a Bible Study 
at
 
11:30 a.m. today 
in
 the S.U. Montalvo Room. For more 
information call Mark at (415)657-7679.
 
   
The AIESEC
 will have a 
membership  meeting at 
6 
tonight in the 
faculty




 call 277-3458 or go 
to the AIESEC 
office in BC 304. 
   





films and general 
information from 
10 to 2 
today in the 
Student
 Union near the
 bookstore. 
   
Asian Students in Action Now will have its first 
general meeting at 2:30 today in the
 S.U. Costanoan 
Room. For more information call 
277-2894.  
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"We got a 
chance 
to get the 
cobwebs 
out in the 
first game. San 
Jose State is much im-
proved. They
 have some 
outstanding players, 
but 
we've got a lot of ex-
perience. It looks like San 
Jose and Oregon State will 
fight it out for second 
place."
 
The Lady Spartans had 
trouble returning serves, 
and it cost them. 
UOP's Linda Vaughn 
served 
six points in the 
Tigers' opening -game win. 
It was 
Jan  Saunders' turn 
to 






"We  were tentative 
and I don't know why," 
said Lady Spartan Jodi 
Breding,  who finished with 
a game -high eight 
kills. 
SJSU 
woke up briefly 





 oFF '9 












in the third game,
 taking 
its first lead 
at 5-4 on the 
strength of 
freshman  Teri 
DeBusk's 
serving.  













Breding used every 
inch of 
her 










had given UOP a 6-5 lead, 
Breding 
went  high in the 

























A Lisa Franco serve
 
made it 7-6 for UOP, and 
the Tigers never looked 
back. Vaughn's 
serving  
upped the lead to 9-6
 and, 
minutes later. a Julie 
Maginot kill bounced off a 
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another phase of testing 
Thursday as they 
continue 
the selection process for a 
new sergeant.
 
Having passed the 
written and physical 
examinations ad-
ministered last Saturday. 
three candidates
 for the 
position  will undergo an 
interview 
with  a five-






 a guy 
who only wants to throw 
people in jail," said Russ 
Lunsford, University 
Police information officer. 
"We 




















testing  last 






by the nine 
applicants 
within  the two 
and 





 this test. 






Services,  deal 
with matters pertaining to 
the Penal Code of 
California, 
California 





will take these 
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cheaper  price 
By Bose bowl& 
Two changes have 
occurred in the women's 
community concerning 
music, culture
 and history. 
The first event is the 
new $50 weekend passes 
being sold for the Third 
Annual West Coast 
Women's Music Festival. 
Previously 
the passes were 
IWO to $100  for four days. 
The second event is the 
coming of 
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Williamson, 













 of you 
cannot go to 
New York's 
Carnegie  
Hall  for 





































































































































































































































tertainment  -- 
more  than 
20 artists 






























will go on sale for $15 
Oct. 4 at Olivia Records. 












to hest serve 
your  interests we 
would like to 
hear
 from you. 
Call













































































The second phase of 
the 
test
 involves running 50 
yards, circling a pylon and 
scaling  a six-foot wall in 
less 





 the wall 
because
 they 
try to walk up 
it rather than 






Applicants have two 
chances to complete the
 
third section of the test. 
They must run 50 yards, 
make some sharp 
turns,jump up and grab a 
bar and maintain an 
overhand grip for 60 
seconds. 





























applicants  to run 
one -quarter 














grip test, but does








stepping  in and 
out of tires. 
"With  our 
test we are 





















































 final stage of 
testing is a 
psychological  
exam 
designed  to provide a 









and charts a graph about 
their strengths
 and 
weaknesses. He rates them 
as very acceptable, ac-
ceptable and not ac-
ceptable.
 
"This tells us if a 
person has latent 
aggression, if they like 
themselves and others, or 
if they have a sense of 
power and authority when 
they 
have
 a uniform on" 
Lunsford said. 
Police say 
people  often take tests 
to prepare for job test elsewhere 
from the Univesrity Police 
force -- will interview with 
a board comprised of two 
University 
Police  officials, 
a 




and  a lieutenant from 







position  they 
are applying 








selection is made, each 
candidate's background is 
researched. 
"I go 
out in the street 
and talk to people they are 
in contact 
with,"  said 
Lunsford,  who 
has been a 
police







































































































































































San Jose, CA 
Phone: 298-4300
 























































Extra  Thick  
Crust 
12" 
pizza .85 per item 
16" 



























coupon  per 
pizza  
Fast,  
Free 
Delivery
 
510 S. 10th
 Street 
San 
Jose, 
CA 
Phone:  
298-4300
 
EXPIRES
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